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THERMAL HARDENING – ARCTIC AND SUB-ARCTIC REGIONS 

A significant number of DoD facilities are located in the Arctic and Sub-Arctic Regions. The Energy 
sources of these facilities vary from liquid fuel and natural gas in individual building systems and liquid 
fuel and coal in district heat systems. Typical reliability of the district systems has been, by necessity, in 
the range of 99.99 to 99.999% availability, though the threat of a failure at low ambient temperatures 
has always been a concern. The failure of a district heat system at low ambient temperatures has the 
potential to cause catastrophic damage to both facilities and to the distribution system, though such 
failure has not occurred in any DoD Facility. 

Currently the only thermally hardened DoD facilities serviced by district heating systems or utility 
natural gas are ambulatory facilities. These facilities include redundant building-specific supplemental 
heat and power generation that use fuel-fired generators and heating appliances with local storage of 
reserve fuel. 

Several critical DoD Facilities served by district heating or utility natural gas do have fixed emergency 
power generation systems, or permanent connections for portable generators.  

 

Current Corps of Engineers DoD Applications Addressing Thermal Hardening 

De facto Thermal hardening has been historically employed by most of the facilities approaching and 
above the Arctic Circle, in facility construction and redundancies.  

Strategies that have been employed include: 

Heat Generation / Distribution Strategies 

The elimination of single point failure opportunities. The facility or district heating plants 
typically have diverse heat generation equipment to include heating circulation pumps and boilers. 
Facility heat plants are typically a single district steam to building heating system heat exchanger where 
district heating is provided. Facilities with fossil fuel heating systems have been designed using 
redundant heating appliances sized at approximately 66% of calculated total heating load.  

Redundancies have included multiple heating plants and multiple steam heat exchangers in 
critical facilities. 

Building Envelope / Services Strategies 

Provisions on envelope insulation levels far exceeding ASHRAE were historically constructed, 
with roof insulation of R-70-90 and wall insulation of R-32-38 not uncommon. This practice/trend was 
directly impacted by the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) 2005 inclusion in the UFC and updated Federal Energy 
requirements, and has typically resulted in buildings with lesser insulating values in the envelope, based 
on prescribed energy modeling used to evaluate all building energy uses (electrical, HVAC, and heating) 
in conjunction with life cycle costing.  
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Minimization or elimination of plumbing in the exterior building closure. Use of exterior walls for 
piping runs has been generally been minimized or, in most new facilities, eliminated. Any piping on the 
outside of the exterior vapor barrier has been historically proven problematic and has been subject to 
freezing and possibly bursting.  

Positive pressure building ventilation. This is appropriate in all climates to minimize un-
controlled infiltration into the building and building envelope. Due to the high relative temperature 
differentials seen in winter however (70 °F), the stack effect phenomenon is prevalent and adds to the 
difficulties of providing continuous pressurization all year for taller single and multistory buildings.  

Use of glycol water solutions in all heating air handling system heating (or cooling) coils has 
been standardly employed in nearly all DoD facilities. 

 

ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT RELATED REPETITIVE ISSUES AND PRACTICES 

 
Building Utilities 

Exterior water piping buried above the frost penetration line (due to cost limitations) and 
mechanically conditioned has proven un-reliable. The circulation systems (other than district systems) 
have proven maintenance intensive and have routinely failed. The resulting freezing of the buried 
systems has, in the case of expansion tolerant piping (HDPE), proven an inconvenience, while doing 
significant damage to rigid piping due to bursting. These damages can be mitigated by enhanced 
automation and monitoring, use of expansion tolerant piping, or maintaining piping below frost depths. 

Facility Humidification 

Humidification is necessarily employed in buildings due to process requirements (static 
discharge or curing related), ambulatory recovery, and to a lesser degree, general comfort. 
Humidification is often an afterthought to the building design team and lack of control of humidification-
related frost generation in building envelope and fenestration is common. This issue has caused closure 
of egress doors and significant moisture damage to facilities (often initially identified as roof system 
leaks) and can/should not be taken lightly in Arctic environments. 

Air handling air intakes have presented several issues. 

Systems that are operated continuously have exhibited frost closure (hoarfrost) of intake (bird) 
screens, resulting in low airflow and screen failure due to suction as well as snow ingestion and 
associated leakage from the air handling system. New DoD facilities have included snow hoods to 
minimize ingestion, removable summer filters (though a known maintenance issue) and sealed fresh air 
intake plenums to minimize ingestion issues. Solutions to combat frost closure are less developed and 
often rely on personnel to knock developed frost free. 
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Condensing Appliance (direct vent) Venting 

Condensing appliance flue venting through sidewalls or low roofs has proven problematic due to 
frost generation on building exterior walls and in ventilated roof attics when the appliances are 
operating at non-condensing temperatures. Sidewall flue venting is / has been discouraged in any 
installation where the equipment (typically boiler applications) is capable of operating in a non-
condensing temperature range. 

Potential New Thermal Hardening Strategies 

The fact that most recent and new construction has been or will be low thermal mass (likely 
steel frame) is an indication that additional strategies to minimize damage caused by loss of district heat 
or distributed natural gas for critical facilities may be warranted. Critical facilities (other than major 
hospitals) routinely have an electrical backup capability but are not provided with backup heating 
sources. 

Redundant Back Up in Facility Electric Heating 

Provision of redundant reserve electric duct coils or electric boilers connected into the buildings 
hydronic heating system. This type of equipment could be powered by permanent or temporary electric 
generators, though generation sizing would have to be increased to accommodate additional loading. 
The building control systems could be programmed so that, during these contingency electrical heating 
periods and at lowered indoor target temperatures, there would be with limited or no forced ventilation 
air, which would result in heating source requirements that would be ⅓ of normal building load. This 
arrangement could be sustained for extended periods and could support limited or full facility function 
during a loss of district heating capability. This strategy would have a relatively high capital cost due to 
the permanent installation of electric heating sources as well as the additional sizing of the electrical 
generation and service equipment, though implementation in time of emergency would be 
straightforward. 

Mobile Boiler Back Up Connection 

Similar to the provision of redundant electric heat sources, connections for mobile boiler plants 
could be easily provided in the mechanical areas of critical facilities, allowing use of mobile boiler plants 
to back up utility heat sources. The connection to the building glycol system could be simple valved T’s 
at the building glycol distribution pump station and building controls contingency programming. This 
strategy would require a small additional capital investment of limited piping and valves but would 
require a high level of effort to operate in a contingency (finding / storing available boilers, connecting 
them to the system etc.). 
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Figure 1. Connection to the mobile boiler (plan). 

 

Figure 2. Connection to the mobile boiler (schematic). 


